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HANDLE ATTACHING IN WRAPPED FLOER HOMOLOGY AND
BRAKE ORBITS IN CLASSICAL HAMILTONIAN SYSTEMS
KEI IRIE
Abstract. The objective of this note is to prove an existence result for brake orbits
in classical Hamiltonian systems (which was first proved by S.V.Bolotin) by using Floer
theory. To this end, we compute an open string analogue of symplectic homology (so
called wrapped Floer homology) of some domains in cotangent bundles, which appear
naturally in the study of classical Hamiltonian systems. The main part of the computa-
tions is to show invariance of wrapped Floer homology under certain handle attaching
to domains.
1. Introduction
First we recall the definition of classical Hamiltonian systems. LetN be a n-dimensional
manifold. Then, T ∗N carries a symplectic form ωN :=
∑
1≤i≤n
dpi ∧ dqi where (q1, . . . , qn) is
a local coordinate in N , and (p1, . . . , pn) is the associated coordinate on fibers.
Assume that N carries a Riemannian metric. Then, for V ∈ C∞(T ∗N), we define
HV ∈ C
∞(T ∗N) by HV (q, p) = V (q) + |p|
2/2. A pair of symplectic manifold (T ∗N, ωN)
and HV ∈ C
∞(T ∗N) is called classical Hamiltonian system. Its Hamiltonian vector field
XHV is defined by iXHV ωN = −dHV . As is well-known, XHV describes free motion of a
particle on N under potential energy given by V .
The following theorem is first proved by S.V.Bolotin [B].
Theorem 1.1. Let N be a Riemannian manifold, and V ∈ C∞(N). If Sh := H
−1
V (h) is a
compact and regular hypersurface in T ∗N , then there exists a closed orbit of XHV on Sh.
When Sh ∩ N = ∅, Theorem 1.1 is easily obtained by the existence of closed geodisics
on compact Riemannian manifolds, using Maupertuis-Jacobi principle. So difficulty arises
when Sh ∩N 6= ∅. In this case, Theorem 1.1 is obtained by the following result ([B]):
Theorem 1.2. Let N and V are as in Theorem 1.1. If Sh ∩ N 6= ∅, there exists a
non-trivial orbit of XHV on Sh , which starts from and ends at Sh ∩N .
Define I : T ∗N → T ∗N by I(q, p) = (q,−p). If x : [0, l]→ Sh satisfies x˙ = XHV (x) and
x(0), x(l) ∈ N , then x : [0, 2l]→ Sh defined by
x(t) =
{
x(t) (0 ≤ t ≤ l)
I
(
x(2l − t)
)
(l ≤ t ≤ 2l)
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is a closed orbit of XHV (closed orbits of XHV obtained in this way are so-called brake
orbits). Hence Theorem 1.2 implies Theorem 1.1.
In this paper, we deduce Theorem 1.2 from computations of certain Floer-theoric in-
variant. The invariant we use is an open string analogue of symplectic homology, and
often called wrapped Floer homology. Foundations of wrapped Floer homology can be
found in [AS] (they also construct an A∞-algebra structure on the chain complex under-
lying the homology). Roughly speaking, wrapped Floer homology is defined for (M,ω, L),
where (M,ω) is a compact symplectic manifold with contact type boundary, and L is a
Lagrangian of (M,ω) (in a precise sense, we need more data and additional conditions.
see section 2 for details). Let us denote the wrapped Floer homology for (M,ω, L) by
WFH∗(M,ω, L).
We explain our main theorem briefly. Let N be a Riemannian manifold, and V ∈
C∞(N). Assume that Sh = H
−1
V (h) is compact. Then, setting Dh := H
−1
V
(
(−∞, h]
)
,
(Dh, ωN) is a compact symplectic manifold with contact type boundary, and we can
define wrapped Floer homology for (Dh, ωN , Dh ∩ N) (for details, see section 4). Our
main theorem is Theorem 4.2, which asserts that if Sh∩N 6= ∅ and Dh is connected, then
WFH∗(Dh, ωN , Dh ∩N) = 0.
Combined with basic results of wrapped Floer homology, Theorem 4.2 implies Theorem
1.2 (Details are explained in section 4). Theorem 4.2 is proved as follows. By ”deforma-
tion invariance” of wrapped Floer homology (Proposition 2.7), it is easy to show that
WFH∗(Dh, ωN , Dh ∩N) depends only on diffeomorphism type of Dh ∩N . When Dh ∩N
is diffeomorphic to the disk, it is easy to check that WFH∗(Dh, ωN , Dh ∩ N) = 0. Hence
all we have to show is the invariance of WFH∗(Dh, ωN , Dh ∩N) under surgery on Dh ∩N
by attaching handles (Lemma 4.10). This is proved by arguments which are similar to
Cieliebak’s arguments in [Ci], where he proves the invariance of symplectic homology
under subcritical handle attaching.
We explain the structure of this paper. In section 2, we recall basics of wrapped Floer
homology. We treat somewhat broader class of Hamiltonians than usually considered in
Floer theory for manifolds with boundary, because this is needed to carry out arguments in
section 5. For this reason, establishing C0 estimate for Floer trajectories becomes harder
than usual. The precise statement of the C0 estimate is stated in section 2 (Theorem
2.5), and proved in section 3. The proof given in section 3 is based on [FH]. In section 4,
we explain basics of classical Hamiltonian systems, and state the main theorem (Theorem
4.2). We also reduce Theorem 4.2 to Lemma 4.10 in section 4. Lemma 4.10 is proved in
section 5.
Acknowledgements. I would like to appreciate professor Kenji Fukaya, for reading
manuscripts of this note and giving precious suggestions.
2. Wrapped Floer homology
In this section, we recall basics of wrapped Floer homology, which we will use in the
following of this paper.
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2.1. Liouville quadruple. First we define the notion of Liouville quadruples, for which
we define wrapped Floer homology.
Definition 2.1. Let (M,ω) be a 2n dimensional compact symplectic manifold, X ∈ X (M),
and L be a Lagrangian of M . A Liouville quadruple is a quadruple (M,ω,X, L) with
following properties:
(1) LXω = ω.
(2) X points strictly outwards on ∂M .
(3) Xq ∈ TqL for any q ∈ L.
(4) L is transverse to ∂M , and ∂L = L ∩ ∂M .
For a Liouville quadruple (M,ω,X, L), let λ := iXω. Then, λ|L = 0. (∂M, λ) is a
contact manifold, and ∂L is a Legendrean of (∂M, λ). Recall that the Reeb vector field
R on (∂M, λ) is characterized by iRω = 0, λ(R) = 1. Let C (∂M, λ, ∂L) be the set of all
Reeb chords of ∂L in (∂M, λ), i.e.
C (∂M, λ, ∂L) :=
{
x : [0, l]→ ∂M
∣∣ l > 0, x(0), x(l) ∈ ∂L, x˙ = R(x)}.
For x ∈ C (∂M, λ, ∂L), let A (x) :=
∫ l
0
x∗λ. Define the action spectrum of ∂L
A (∂M, λ, ∂L) :=
{
A (x)
∣∣ x ∈ C (∂M, λ, ∂L)}.
It is easy to verify that inf A (∂M, λ, ∂L) > 0.
Let Mˆ := M ∪ ∂M × [1,∞). We extend X ∈ X (M) to Xˆ ∈ X (Mˆ) by Xˆ = ρ∂ρ on
∂M × [1,∞), where ρ stands for coordinate on [1,∞). Moreover, we extend λ to λˆ by
λˆ := ρλ on ∂M × [1,∞), and ω to ωˆ := dλˆ. Then, Lˆ := L ∪ ∂L× [1,∞) is a Lagrangian
of (Mˆ, ωˆ). We call (Mˆ, ωˆ, Xˆ, Lˆ) the completion of (M,ω,X, L).
Define Φ: ∂M × (0,∞)→ Mˆ by
Φ(z, 1) = z, ∂ρΦ(z, ρ) = ρ
−1Xˆ
(
Φ(z, ρ)
)
.
Then, Φ∗λˆ = ρλ. We call Im (Φ) the cylindrical part of Mˆ , and denote it by Cyl(Mˆ). We
often identify Cyl(Mˆ) with ∂M × (0,∞) via Φ. For any ρ ∈ (0,∞), we define M(ρ) to
be the domain in Mˆ , which is bounded by the hypersurface ∂M × {ρ}. i.e.
M(ρ) :=
{
M ∪ ∂M × (1, ρ] (ρ ≥ 1)
M \ ∂M × (ρ, 1] (ρ < 1).
2.2. Chords and indexes. For H ∈ C∞(Mˆ), let
C (H) :=
{
x : [0, 1]→ Mˆ
∣∣ x(0), x(1) ∈ Lˆ, x˙ = XH(x)},
where XH is the Hamiltonian vector field of H , defined by dH = −iXH ωˆ.
For x ∈ C (H) and 0 ≤ t ≤ 1, let Φt : Tx(0)Mˆ → Tx(t)Mˆ be the Poincare map of the flow
generated by XH . x ∈ C (H) is called nondegenerate if Φ1 : Tx(0)Mˆ → Tx(1)Mˆ satisfies
Φ1(Tx(0)Lˆ) ∩ Tx(1)Lˆ = 0.
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For nondegenerate x ∈ C (H), we define its index ind(x). In the following of this paper,
we assume that any Liouville quadruple (M,ω,X, L) satisfies
π1(M,L) = π2(M,L) = 0.
This is quite strong assumption, but it is enough to consider this case for our objective.
Consider R2n with coordinate (q1, . . . , qn, p1, . . . , pn) and the standard symplectic form
ωst :=
∑
1≤i≤n
dpi ∧ dqi. Let L (n) be the space of Lagrangian subspaces of (R
2n, ωst). Note
that {p = 0} ∈ L (n).
Let x ∈ C (H) and assume that x is nondegenerate. LetD+ : = {z ∈ C | |z| ≤ 1, Im z ≥
0} and take x : D+ → Mˆ such that x(eipiθ) = x(θ) (0 ≤ θ ≤ 1) and x(D+ ∩ R) ⊂ Lˆ (such
x exists since π1(Mˆ, Lˆ) = 0). Take arbitrary isomorphism of vector bundles F : x
∗TMˆ →
(R2n, ωst)×D
+ over D+, such that Fz : Tx(z)Mˆ → R
2n preserves symplectic form for any
z ∈ D+, and Fz(Tx(z)Lˆ) = {p = 0} for any z ∈ D
+ ∩ R. Define Λ : [0, 1] → L (n) by
Λ(θ) := Feipiθ
(
Φθ(Tx(0)Lˆ)
)
, and let
ind(x) :=
n
2
+ µRS
(
Λ, {p = 0}
)
,
where µRS is the Robbin-Salamon index introduced in [RS]. Note that this definition is
independent of the choice of x since π2(Mˆ, Lˆ) = 0.
2.3. Hamiltonians. LetK be a compact set in Mˆ which containsM . Then, H ∈ C∞(Mˆ)
is of contact type on Mˆ \ K, if and only if there exists a smooth positive function a on
∂M and b ∈ R such that
(z, ρ) ∈ Mˆ \K =⇒ H(z, ρ) = a(z)ρ+ b.
a and b are uniquely determined by H , and denoted by aH , bH . The set of all H ∈ C
∞(Mˆ)
which are of contact type on Mˆ \ K is denoted by HK(Mˆ). H ∈ HK(Mˆ) is called
admissible if 1 /∈ A (∂M, a−1H λ, ∂L) and all elements of C (H) are nondegenerate. The set
of all admissible elements of HK(Mˆ) is denoted by HK,ad(Mˆ). Let H (Mˆ) :=
⋃
K
HK(Mˆ)
and Had(Mˆ) :=
⋃
K
HK,ad(Mˆ), where K runs over all compact sets in Mˆ which contain
M . It is easy to verify that if H ∈ Had(Mˆ), then C (H) is a finite set.
Let H,H ′ ∈ Had(Mˆ). (H
s)s∈R, a smooth family of elements of H (Mˆ), is called
monotone homotopy from H to H ′, if it satisfies following conditions:
(1) There exists a compact set K such that Hs ∈ HK(M) for any s.
(2) There exists s0 > 0 such that:
(a) Hs =
{
H (s ≤ −s0)
H ′ (s ≥ s0)
.
(b) For any s ∈ (−s0, s0), ∂saHs(z) > 0 for any z ∈ ∂M .
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2.4. Almost complex structures. Let J be an almost complex structure on Mˆ . J is
compatible with ωˆ if and only if
〈 · , · 〉J : TMˆ × TMˆ → R; (v, w) 7→ ωˆ(v, Jw)
is a Riemannian metric on Mˆ . We denote the set of almost complex structures on Mˆ
which are compatible with ωˆ by J (Mˆ, ωˆ). We often abbreviate it as J (Mˆ).
For smooth positive function a on ∂M , define diffeomorphism
Φa : ∂M × (0,∞)→ Cyl(Mˆ); (z, ρ) 7→
(
z, a(z)−1ρ
)
.
Let λa := a−1λ ∈ Ω1(∂M). Then, (Φa)
∗(λˆ) = ρλa. Let ξa and Ra be the contact
distribution and the Reeb flow on (∂M, λa).
For v ∈ T (∂M), let
v := (v, 0) ∈ T (∂M) ⊕ R∂ρ = T
(
∂M × (0,∞)
)
.
There is a natural decomposition
T
(
∂M × (0,∞)
)
= ξa ⊕ RRa ⊕ R∂ρ,
where ξa = {v | v ∈ ξa}.
Definition 2.2. Let K be a compact set in Mˆ which contains M . Then, J ∈ J (Mˆ) is of
contact type on Mˆ \K with respect to a, if Φ∗aJ satisfies following:
(1) Φ∗aJ preserves ξ
a on Φ−1a (Mˆ \K).
(2) There exists J∞, an almost complex structure on ξa, such that dπ|ξa ◦ Φ
∗
aJ |ξa =
J∞ ◦ dπ|ξa on Φ
−1
a (Mˆ \K). (π denotes the natural projection to ∂M .)
(3) There exists cJ > 0 such that Φ
∗
aJ(∂ρ) =
1
ρcJ
Ra on Φ−1a (Mˆ \K).
We denote the set of J ∈ J (Mˆ) which are of contact type on Mˆ \K with respect to
a, by Ja,K(Mˆ). Moreover, Ja(Mˆ) :=
⋃
K
Ja,K(Mˆ) where K runs over all compact sets
in Mˆ which contain M . Clearly, for two positive functions a and a′, if a/a′ is a constant
function then Ja,K(Mˆ) = Ja′,K(Mˆ).
Let J ∈ Ja(Mˆ), and J
∞ be as in (2) in Definition 2.2. Abbreviate the metric
Φ∗a
(
〈 · , · 〉J
)
on ∂M × (0,∞) by 〈 · , · 〉a,J . Moreover, define a metric 〈 · , · 〉a,J,∂M on ∂M
by
• 〈v, w〉a,J,∂M = (dλ
a)(v, J∞w) on ξa,
• 〈v, Ra〉a,J,∂M = 0 for any v ∈ ξ
a,
•
∣∣Ra∣∣
a,J,∂M
= c
1
2
J .
Then, following properties are verified by simple calculation.
Lemma 2.3. (1) On Φ−1a (Mˆ \K), ξ
a, Ra, ∂ρ are orthogonal to each other with respect
to 〈 · , · 〉a,J .
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(2) For (z, ρ) ∈ Φ−1a (Mˆ \K) and v ∈ T (∂M),
∣∣v(z, ρ)∣∣
a,J
= ρ
1
2 |v|a,J,∂M .
(3) For (z, ρ) ∈ Φ−1a (Mˆ \K),
∣∣∂ρ(z, ρ)∣∣a,J = (ρcJ )−1/2.
2.5. Floer equation. Let H ∈ Had(Mˆ), and (Jt)t∈[0,1] be a smooth family of elements
of J (Mˆ). For x−, x+ ∈ C (H),
MˆH,(Jt)t(x−, x+) :=
{
u : R× [0, 1]→ Mˆ
∣∣ ∂su− Jt(∂tu−XH(u)) = 0,
u(R× {0, 1}) ⊂ Lˆ, u(s)→ x± (s→ ±∞)
}
.
MˆH,(Jt)t admits a natural R action. We denote the quotient by MH,(Jt)t .
We also consider cases where Hamiltonians are time-dependent. Let H,H ′ ∈ Had(Mˆ)
and (Hs)s∈R be a monotone homotopy from H to H
′. Let (Jst )s∈R,t∈[0,1] be a smooth family
of elements of J (Mˆ). For x− ∈ C (H) and x+ ∈ C (H
′),
Mˆ(Hs,Jst )s,t(x−, x+) :=
{
u : R× [0, 1]→ Mˆ
∣∣ ∂su− Jst (∂tu−XHs(u)) = 0,
u(R× {0, 1}) ⊂ Lˆ, u(s)→ x± (s→ ±∞)
}
.
For x ∈ C (H), we define its action by
AH(x) :=
∫ 1
0
x∗λˆ−H
(
x(t)
)
dt.
The following lemma can be proved by simple calculation.
Lemma 2.4. For x− ∈ C (H), x+ ∈ C (H
′), and u ∈ Mˆ(Hs,Jst )s,t(x−, x+),
−∂s
(
AHs
(
u(s)
))
=
∫ 1
0
∣∣∂su(s, t)∣∣2Jst + ∂sHs(u(s, t))dt.
In particular, if Mˆ(Hs,Jst )s,t(x−, x+) 6= ∅, then AH(x−) > AH′(x+).
We sometimes call elements of MˆH,(Jt)t(x−, x+) and Mˆ(Hs,Jst )s,t(x−, x+) Floer trajecto-
ries from x− to x+. The next theorem asserts the existence of C
0 estimates for Floer
trajectories. This is proved in section 3.
Theorem 2.5. (1) Let H ∈ Had(Mˆ) and (Jt)0≤t≤1 be a family of elements of J (Mˆ).
Assume that there exists a compact set K in Mˆ such that Jt ∈ JaH ,K(Mˆ) for any
t. Then, there exists a compact set B ⊂ Mˆ such that for any x−, x+ ∈ C (H) and
u ∈ Mˆ(H,Jt)t(x−, x+), u
(
R× [0, 1]
)
⊂ B.
(2) Let H,H ′ ∈ Had(Mˆ) and (H
s)s be a monotone homotopy from H to H
′. Let
(Jst )s,t be a family of elements of J (Mˆ) such that for sufficiently large s0 > 0,
Jst =
{
J−s0t (s ≤ −s0),
Js0t (s ≥ s0).
Assume that there exists a compact set K in Mˆ , such that Hs ∈ HK(Mˆ) and
Jst ∈ JaHs ,K(Mˆ) for any s, t. Then, there exists a compact set B ⊂ Mˆ , such that
for any x− ∈ C (H), x+ ∈ C (H
′) and u ∈ Mˆ(Hs,Jst )s,t(x−, x+), u
(
R× [0, 1]
)
⊂ B.
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Finally, we state transversality results.
Lemma 2.6. (1) Let H ∈ Had(Mˆ), and K be a compact set in Mˆ which contains
M . Assume that H ∈ HK(Mˆ) and images of all elements of C (H) are contained
in intK. Then, for generic (Jt)t∈[0,1], where Jt ∈ JaH ,K(Mˆ), MH,(Jt)t(x−, x+) is
a indx− − indx+ − 1 dimensional smooth manifold for any x−, x+ ∈ C (H). We
denote the set of such (Jt)t by JH,K(Mˆ), and JH(Mˆ) :=
⋃
K
JH,K(Mˆ), where K
runs over all compact sets in Mˆ with conditions as above.
(2) Let H,H ′ ∈ Had(Mˆ), (H
s)s be a monotone homotopy from H to H
′, and K be
a compact set in Mˆ which contains M . Assume that Hs ∈ HK(Mˆ) for any s,
and images of all elements of C (H),C (H ′) are contained in intK. Then, for
generic (Jst )s∈R,t∈[0,1], where J
s
t ∈ JaHs ,K(Mˆ), Mˆ(Hs,Jst )s,t(x−, x+) is a indx− −
indx+ dimensional smooth manifold for any x− ∈ C (H), x+ ∈ C (H
′). We denote
the set of such (Jst )s,t by J(Hs)s,K(Mˆ), and J(Hs)s(Mˆ) :=
⋃
K
J(Hs)s,K(Mˆ), where
K runs over all compact sets in Mˆ with conditions as above.
Proof. First we prove (1). Let (Jt)t be a family of elements of JaH ,K(Mˆ). Then, for any
x−, x+ ∈ C (H) and u ∈ MˆH,(Jt)t(x−, x+), u
−1(intK) is a non-empty open set in R× [0, 1],
since both x−
(
[0, 1]
)
and x+
(
[0, 1]
)
are contained in intK. By standard arguments (see
[FHS]), one can perturb (Jt)t to achieve transversality conditions without violating the
condition Jt ∈ JaH ,K(Mˆ). This proves (1). (2) is proved by similar arguments. 
2.6. Wrapped Floer homology. In this subsection, we define wrapped Floer homology
for Liouville quadruples. Once C0 estimate for Floer trajectories is established (Theorem
2.5), other arguments are parallel to Lagrangian Floer theory for compact symplectic
manifolds ([F]).
Let H ∈ Had(Mˆ), and k be an integer. Let
Ck(H) :=
{
x ∈ C (H)
∣∣ indx = k},
and WFCk(H) be the free Z2 module generated over Ck(H).
Let (Jt)t ∈ JH(Mˆ). For each integer k, define ∂
H,(Jt)t
k : WFCk(H)→WFCk−1(H) by
∂
H,(Jt)t
k [x] :=
∑
y∈Ck−1(H)
♯MH,(Jt)t(x, y) · [y].
Then,
(
WFC∗(H), ∂
H,(Jt)t
∗
)
is a chain complex, and the resulting homology group does
not depend on choice of (Jt)t. We denote this homology group by WFH∗(H ;M,ω,X, L).
We often abbreviate it as WFH∗(H).
Let H,H ′ ∈ Had(Mˆ), and (H
s)s be a monotone homotopy from H to H
′, and (Jst )s,t ∈
J(Hs)s(Mˆ). For each integer k, define ϕ
(Hs,Jst )s,t
k : WFCk(H)→WFCk(H
′) by
ϕ
(Hs,Jst )s,t
k [x] :=
∑
y∈Ck(H′)
♯Mˆ(Hs,Jst )s,t(x, y) · [y].
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(
ϕ
(Hs,Jst )s,t
k
)
k
is a chain map, hence we can define a morphism WFH∗(H)→WFH∗(H
′).
Let H,H ′ ∈ Had(Mˆ). If aH(z) < aH′(z) for any z ∈ ∂M , then there exists a monotone
homotopy (Hs)s fromH toH
′, and morphism WFH∗(H)→WFH∗(H
′) obtained as above
does not depend on choices of (Hs, Jst )s,t. We call this morphism monotone morphism.
Finally, we define the wrapped Floer homology of (M,ω,X, L) by taking direct limit
WFH∗(M,ω,X, L) := lim−→
aH→∞
WFH∗(H).
One of the important properties of wrapped Floer homology is its invariance under
deformations. The next proposition is proved in section 3.5.
Proposition 2.7. Let (M,ωs, Xs, L)0≤s≤1 be a smooth family of Liouville quadruple.
Then there exists a canonical isomorphism WFH∗(M,ω
0, X0, L)→WFH∗(M,ω
1, X1, L).
If (M,ω,X, L) and (M,ω,X ′, L) are Liouville quadruples, then (M,ω, sX+(1−s)X ′, L)0≤s≤1
is a smooth family of Liouville quadruples. Hence, by Proposition 2.7, WFH∗(M,ω,X, L)
does not depend on X . We often denote it by WFH∗(M,ω, L).
Next corollary is easily obtained from Proposition 2.7.
Corollary 2.8. Let (M,ω,X, L) be a Liouville quadruple, and M ′ be a compact submani-
fold of intM , such that (M ′, ω|M ′, X|M ′, L∩M
′) is also a Liouville quadruple. Assume that
there exists H ∈ C∞(M) such that dH(X) > 0 on M \ intM ′. Then WFH∗(M,ω, L) ∼=
WFH∗(M
′, ω|M ′, L ∩M
′).
Proof. For any x ∈ M \M ′, an integral curve of X through x starts from ∂M ′ and ends
at ∂M . This is because inf
M\intM ′
dH(X) > 0. Thus there exists a family (Mt)0≤t≤1 of
submanifolds of M such that (Mt, ω|Mt, X|Mt, L∩Mt)0≤t≤1 is a smooth family of Liouville
quadruples and M0 =M
′, M1 = M . Now claim follows from Proposition 2.7. 
We show an example of calculation of wrapped Floer homology. Consider R2n with
coordinate (q1, . . . , qn, p1, . . . , pn), and the standard symplectic form ωst =
∑
1≤i≤n
dpi ∧ dqi.
Let D2n :=
{
(q, p)
∣∣ |q|2 + |p|2 ≤ 1}, X := 1
2
∑
1≤i≤n
qi∂qi + pi∂pi. Then,
(
D2n, ωst, X,D
2n ∩
{p = 0}
)
is a Liouville quadruple.
Proposition 2.9. WFH∗
(
D2n, ωst, D
2n ∩ {p = 0}
)
= 0.
Proof. Let λ := iXωst. Take (an)n, an increasing sequence of positive numbers such that
lim
n→∞
an =∞ and an /∈ A (∂D
2n, λ, ∂D2n ∩ {p = 0}
)
for each n.
We identify Dˆ2n with R2n using a flow generated by X , and define Hn ∈ Had(Dˆ2n) by
Hn(p, q) = an
(
|p|2 + |q|2). Since lim
n→∞
an =∞,
WFH∗
(
D2n, ωst, D
2n ∩ {p = 0}
)
= lim
n→∞
WFH∗(Hn).
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The only element of C (Hn) is the constant map to (0, . . . , 0), and its index goes to ∞ as
n→∞. Therefore, for any k, WFHk(Hn) = 0 for sufficiently large n. This completes the
proof. 
We conclude this section with a remark on relation between wrapped Floer homol-
ogy and Reeb chords. The following theorem can be proved by reduction to the finite
dimensional Morse theory.
Theorem 2.10. Let (M,ω,X, L) be a Liouville quadruple. If C (∂M, λ, ∂L) = ∅, then
WFH∗(M,ω,X, L) ∼= H∗(L, ∂L).
As a corollary, we get:
Corollary 2.11. Let (M,ω,X, L) be a Liouville quadruple. If WFH∗(M,ω,X, L) = 0,
then C (∂M, λ, ∂L) 6= ∅.
Remark 2.12. The Reeb vector field R on (∂M, λ) depends on λ, but the characteristic
foliation RR on ∂M depends only on ω. Since the characteristic foliation determines Reeb
chords up to reparametrizations, the following assertion makes sense: if WFH∗(M,ω, L) =
0, then C (∂M, ∂L) 6= ∅.
3. A C0 estimate
The goal of this section is to prove Theorem 2.5 and Proposition 2.7. Theorem 2.5 is
proved in sections 3.1-3.4. We only prove (2), since proof of (1) is much simpler than that
of (2). In section 3.1, we reduce Theorem 2.5 to three lemmas. These lemmas are proved
in sections 3.2 – 3.4. In section 3.5, we prove Proposition 2.7. The proof of Proposition
2.7 is similar to the proof of invariance of symplectic homology under deformations (see,
for instance, [S]). The crucial step in the proof of Proposition 2.7 is a C0 estimate for
Floer trajectories (Lemma 3.9), and its proof is very similar to the proof of Theorem 2.5.
Hence in section 3.5, we only mention few points which make difference.
3.1. Reduction of the proof to three lemmas. First, we introduce some abbreviations
which we will use in the following of this section. We abbreviate aHs by a
s, and Φas , λ
as ,
ξa
s
, Ra
s
by Φs, λ
s, ξs, Rs. Moreover, we abbreviate 〈 · , · 〉as,Jst by 〈 · , · 〉s,t, 〈 · , · 〉as,Jst ,∂M
by 〈 · , · 〉s,t,∂M , and cJst by cs,t (see section 2.4). Finally, we abbreviate an almost complex
structure (Φs)
∗(Jst ) on ∂M × (0,∞) by J
s
t .
Take ρ0 > 0 so large that Φs
(
∂M × [ρ0,∞)
)
⊂ Mˆ \K for any s. Take smooth function
ϕ : (0,∞)→ R such that
ϕ′′(ρ) ≥ 0,
ϕ′(ρ) = 1 (ρ ≥ ρ0 + 1),
ϕ(ρ) = 0 (ρ ≤ ρ0).
Note that ϕ(ρ) ≥ ρ− (ρ0 + 1) for any ρ.
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For each s ∈ R, we define ϕs : Mˆ → R by
ϕs(x) =
{
ϕ(ρ)
(
x = Φs(z, ρ)
)
0 (otherwise)
.
By definition of ρ0 and ϕ, it is easy to verify that each ϕ
s is a smooth function on Mˆ ,
and ϕs|K ≡ 0.
For x− ∈ C (H), x+ ∈ C (H
′) and u ∈ M(Hs,Jst )(x−, x+), we define α
u : R× [0, 1] → R
by αu(s, t) = ϕs
(
u(s, t)
)
.
Lemma 3.1. ∂tα
u = 0 on R× {0, 1}.
Proof. If u(s, t) ∈ K, then αu ≡ 0 on some neighborhood of (s, t), hence ∂tα
u(s, t) = 0.
Therefore it is enough to consider the case u(s, t) /∈ K. Let D :=
{
(s, t) ∈ R × [0, 1]
∣∣
u(s, t) /∈ K
}
. This is an open set in R× [0, 1]. Define v : D → ∂M × (0,∞) by
v(s, t) := (Φs)
−1
(
u(s, t)
)
and z : D → ∂M , ρ : D → (0,∞) by(
z(s, t), ρ(s, t)
)
:= v(s, t).
Since u satisfies ∂su− J
s
t
(
∂tu−XHs(u)
)
= 0, by simple calculation we obtain:
(1) ∂sv − J
s
t∂tv − ρ ·
(
cs,t + ∂sa
s(z) · as(z)−1
)
∂ρ = 0.
Since αu(s, t) = ϕ
(
ρ(s, t)
)
, it is enough to show dρ(∂tv) = 0. By (1) in Lemma 2.3, it is
equivalent to 〈∂tv, ∂ρ〉s,t = 0. By (1), it is enough to check〈
J
s
t∂sv, ∂ρ
〉
s,t
= 0,
〈
J
s
t∂ρ, ∂ρ
〉
s,t
= 0.
The latter is obvious. Since u
(
R× {0, 1}
)
⊂ Lˆ, if t ∈ {0, 1} then
∂sv(s, t) ∈ T (∂L)⊕ R∂ρ ⊂ ξ
s ⊕ R∂ρ.
Hence J
s
t∂sv ∈ ξ
s ⊕ RRs. Therefore J
s
t∂sv is orthogonal to ∂ρ. 
Following three lemmas play crucial role in the proof of Theorem 2.5. They are proved
in sections 3.2 – 3.4.
Lemma 3.2. For any x− ∈ C (H) and x+ ∈ C (H
′), there exists c0(x−, x+), c1(x−, x+) > 0
such that ∆αu + c0(x−, x+)α
u + c1(x−, x+) ≥ 0 for every u ∈ M(Hs,Jst )s,t(x−, x+).
Lemma 3.3. For any x− ∈ C (H), x+ ∈ C (H
′) and δ > 0, there exists c(x−, x+, δ) > 0
such that: for any u ∈ M(Hs,Jst )s,t(x−, x+), there exists a sequence (sk)k∈Z with following
properties:
(1) 0 < sk+1 − sk < δ for any k.
(2) sup
t∈[0,1]
αu(sk, t) ≤ c(x−, x+, δ) for any k.
Lemma 3.4. Assume that a, b, λ ≥ 0 and δ > 0 are given such that δ2λ < π2. Then,
there exists c(a, b, λ, δ) > 0 such that, if a closed interval I satisfies 0 < |I| ≤ δ and a
smooth function α : I × [0, 1]→ R satisfies
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(1) ∂tα = 0 on I × {0, 1},
(2) ∆α + λα+ a ≥ 0,
(3) sup
{
α(s, t)
∣∣ s ∈ ∂I} ≤ b,
then, supα ≤ c(a, b, λ, δ).
We give a proof of Theorem 2.5 (2) assuming those results. Since C (H) and C (H ′) are
finite sets, it is enough to show that:
For any x− ∈ C (H) and x+ ∈ C (H
′), there exists a compact set B(x−, x+) ⊂
Mˆ such that any u ∈ Mˆ(Hs,Jst )s,t(x−, x+) satisfies u
(
R×[0, 1]
)
⊂ B(x−, x+).
Take δ > 0 so small that δ2c0 < π
2. Then, for any u ∈ Mˆ(Hs,Jst )s,t(x−, x+), if we take
(sk)k as in Lemma 3.3, u|I×[sk,sk+1] satisfies assumptions of Lemma 3.4 for each k, with
a = c1, b = c(x−, x+, δ), λ = c0. (it follows from Lemma 3.1 and Lemma 3.2). Hence
supαu ≤ c
(
c1, c(x−, x+, δ), c0, δ
)
. This proves the above claim.
3.2. Proof of Lemma 3.2. Let x− ∈ C (H) and x+ ∈ C (H
′). Our goal is to show that
there exist c0, c1 > 0, which are independent of u ∈ Mˆ(Hs,Jst )s,t(x−, x+), such that
(2) ∆αu + c0α
u + c1 ≥ 0
holds on R× [0, 1]. In the following of this subsection, we fix u and abbreviate αu by α.
If u(s, t) ∈ K, then α ≡ 0 on some neighborhood of (s, t), and (2) holds for any
c0, c1 > 0. Therefore, it is enough to show (2) for (s, t) ∈ D (we use notations D, v, z, ρ
which are introduced in the proof of Lemma 3.1).
Since α|D = ϕ ◦ ρ, we get
(3) ∆α = ϕ′′(ρ)
(
(∂sρ)
2 + (∂tρ)
2
)
+ ϕ′(ρ)∆ρ ≥ ϕ′(ρ)∆ρ.
Assume for the moment that there exists c2 > 0, which is independent of u and
(4) ∆ρ+ c2ρ ≥ 0 on D.
Then, combining (3), (4) and ϕ(ρ) ≥ ρ− (ρ0 + 1), we get
∆α + c2α + c2(ρ0 + 1) ≥ ∆α + c2ϕ
′(ρ)(α + ρ0 + 1) ≥ ∆α + c2ϕ
′(ρ)ρ
≥ ϕ′(ρ)(∆ρ+ c2ρ) ≥ 0.
i.e. (2) holds for c0 = c2, c1 = c2(ρ0 + 1) on D. Hence our goal is to show the existence
of c2 > 0 such that (4) holds.
Applying dρ and λs to (1), we get
∂sρ+ cs,t(ρλ
s)(∂tv)− ρ ·
(
cs,t + ∂sa
s(z) · as(z)−1
)
= 0,(5)
cs,t(ρλ
s)(∂sv)− ∂tρ = 0.(6)
By these two equations, we get
∆ρ = cs,td(ρλ
s)(∂tv, ∂sv) + ∂sρ ·
(
cs,t + ∂sa
s(z) · as(z)−1
)
+ ρ ·
(
∂s
(
cs,t + ∂sa
s(z) · as(z)−1
)
− cs,t · ∂sλ
s(∂tz) + ∂tcs,t · λ
s(∂sz)− ∂scs,t · λ
s(∂tz)
)
.
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On the other hand, by (1),
d(ρλs)(∂tv, ∂sv) = |∂sv|
2
s,t − c
−1
s,t · ∂sρ ·
(
cs,t + ∂sa
s(z) · as(z)−1
)
.
Then, we get
∆ρ = cs,t|∂sv|
2
s,t+ρ·
(
∂s
(
cs,t+∂sa
s(z)·as(z)−1
)
−cs,t·∂sλ
s(∂tz)+∂tcs,t·λ
s(∂sz)−∂scs,t·λ
s(∂tz)
)
.
For V ∈ T
(
∂M × (0,∞)
)
, we denote its T (∂M)-part by (V )∂M . On Φ
−1
s (Mˆ \K), T (∂M)
and ∂ρ are orthogonal to each other with respect to 〈 · , · 〉s,t. Hence |(V )∂M |s,t ≤ |V |s,t for
any V . Then, we get (recall Lemma 2.3):
|∂sz|s,t,∂M = ρ
−1/2
∣∣(∂sv)∂M ∣∣s,t ≤ ρ−1/2|∂sv|s,t,
|∂tz|s,t,∂M = ρ
−1/2
∣∣(∂tv)∂M ∣∣s,t ≤ ρ−1/2|∂tv|s,t ≤ ρ−1/2|∂sv|s,t + c−1/2s,t (cs,t + ∂sas(z) · as(z)−1).
In the last inequality, we use (1) and
∣∣∂ρ∣∣s,t = (ρcs,t)−1/2. On the other hand, there exist
constants c3, c4, c5 > 0, which are independent of u and satisfy∣∣∂s(∂sas(z) · as(z)−1)∣∣ ≤ c3|∂sz|s,t,∂M + c4, ∣∣∂sλs(∂tz)∣∣ ≤ c5|∂tz|s,t,∂M .
Hence there exist constants c6, c7 > 0, which are independent of u and satisfy
∆ρ ≥ cs,t|∂sv|
2
s,t − c6ρ
1/2|∂sv|s,t − c7ρ.
Therefore
∆ρ ≥ cs,t|∂sv|
2
s,t −
(
cs,t|∂sv|
2
s,t
2
+
c−1s,t c
2
6ρ
2
)
− c7ρ ≥ −
(
c−1s,t c
2
6
2
+ c7
)
ρ.
Hence (4) holds when c2 ≥
sups,t c
−1
s,t · c
2
6
2
+ c7. This completes the proof of Lemma 3.2.
3.3. Proof of Lemma 3.3. First note that we may replace Hs with Hs + C(s), where
C is an arbitrary smooth function on s. This is because XHs ≡ XHs+C(s) for any s.
Therefore, we may assume that Hs satisfies ∂sH
s(x) ≥ 0 for any s ∈ R, x ∈ Mˆ .
Let u ∈ M(Hs,Jst )(x−, x+). Recall Lemma 2.4:
∂s
(
AHs
(
u(s)
))
= −
∫ 1
0
∣∣∂su(s, t)∣∣2Jst + ∂sHs(u(s, t))dt ≤ 0.
In particular,
AH′(x+) ≤ AHs
(
u(s)
)
≤ AH(x−)
for any s. Hence, for any interval I ⊂ R, there exists s ∈ I such that
|I| ·
∫ 1
0
∣∣∂su(s, t)∣∣2Jst + ∂sHs(u(s, t))dt ≤ AH(x−)−AH′(x+).
Hence, we can conclude:
Lemma 3.5. For any δ > 0 and u ∈ Mˆ(Hs,Jst )(x−, x+), there exists a sequence (sk)k∈Z
with following properties:
(1) 0 < sk+1 − sk < δ for any k.
(2)
∫ 1
0
∣∣∂su(s, t)∣∣2Jst + ∂sHs(u(s, t))dt ≤ 2
(
AH(x−)−AH′(x+)
)
δ
for any k.
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Note that |∂su|Jst = |∂tu − XHs ◦ u|Jst . Therefore, to prove Lemma 3.3, it is sufficient
to prove the following:
Lemma 3.6. For any c > 0, there exists M(c) > 0 such that: if s ∈ R and x : [0, 1]→ Mˆ
satisfy x(0), x(1) ∈ Lˆ and∫ 1
0
∣∣∂tx−XHs(x(t))∣∣2Jst + ∂sHs(x(t))dt ≤ c,
then sup
0≤t≤1
ϕs
(
x(t)
)
≤ M(c).
Proof. If this lemma does not hold, there exist sequences (sk)k and (xk)k such that∫ 1
0
∣∣∂txk −XHsk (xk(t))∣∣2Jskt + ∂sHs(sk, xk(t))dt ≤ c,(7)
lim
k→∞
sup
0≤t≤1
ϕsk
(
xk(t)
)
=∞.(8)
Recall that in the statement of Theorem 2.5, we take s0 > 0 such that
Jst =
{
J−s0t (s ≤ −s0),
Js0t (s ≥ s0).
By replacing s0 if necessary, we may assume that s0 also satisfies H
s =
{
H (s ≤ −s0)
H ′ (s ≥ s0)
.
Then, we may assume that sk ∈ [−s0, s0] for all k. Note that (7) implies∫ 1
0
∣∣∂txk −XHsk(xk(t))∣∣2Jskt dt ≤ c,(9) ∫ 1
0
∂sH
s
(
sk, xk(t)
)
dt ≤ c.(10)
First we show that lim
k→∞
inf
0≤t≤1
ϕsk
(
xk(t)
)
=∞. If this does not hold, by replacing (sk)k
and (xk)k to their subsequences, we may assume that sup
k
inf
0≤t≤1
ϕsk
(
xk(t)
)
< ∞. Then,
for sufficiently large k, there exist ak, bk ∈ [0, 1] such that
sup
k
ϕsk
(
xk(ak)
)
<∞,
lim
k→∞
ϕsk
(
xk(bk)
)
=∞,
0 ≤ θ ≤ 1 =⇒ xk
(
θak + (1− θ)bk
)
⊂ Mˆ \K.
Without loss of generality, we may assume that ak ≤ bk. Define yk : [ak, bk] → ∂M ×
(0,∞), zk : [ak, bk]→ ∂M , ρk : [ak, bk]→ (0,∞) by
yk(t) := (Φsk)
−1(xk(t)),
(
zk(t), ρk(t)
)
:= yk(t).
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Then∫ bk
ak
∣∣∂txk −XHsk(xk(t))∣∣2Jskt dt =
∫ bk
ak
∣∣∂tyk − Rsk(yk(t))∣∣2sk,tdt ≥
∫ bk
ak
∣∣(∂tyk)∂ρ∣∣2sk,tdt
≥ inf
s,t
c−1s,t
∫ bk
ak
(
ρk(t)
− 1
2 · ∂tρk
)2
dt ≥ inf
s,t
c−1s,t · 4
(
ρk(bk)
1
2 − ρk(ak)
1
2
)2
· (bk − ak)
−1.
Since ρk(ak) is bounded and lim
k→∞
ρk(bk) =∞, we get
lim
k→∞
∫ bk
ak
∣∣∂txk −XHsk(xk(t))∣∣2Jskt dt =∞.
This contradicts (9), and we have shown that lim
k→∞
inf
0≤t≤1
ϕsk
(
xk(t)
)
= ∞. In particular,
xk
(
[0, 1]
)
⊂ Mˆ \K for sufficiently large k. For such k, define yk : [0, 1] → ∂M × (0,∞),
zk : [0, 1]→ ∂M , ρk : [0, 1]→ (0,∞) by
yk(t) := (Φsk)
−1
(
xk(t)
)
,
(
zk(t), ρk(t)
)
:= yk(t).
Then, by (9) and (10), yk satisfies∫ 1
0
∣∣∂tyk −Rsk(yk(t))∣∣2sk,tdt ≤ c,(11) ∫ 1
0
∂sa
s
(
sk, zk(t)
)
· ask
(
zk(t)
)−1
· ρk(t)dt+ ∂sb(sk) ≤ c.(12)
Since lim
k→∞
inf
0≤t≤1
ϕsk
(
xk(t)
)
=∞, we get lim
k→∞
inf
0≤t≤1
ρk(t) =∞.
By replacing (xk)k and (sk)k to their subsequences, we may assume that (sk)k converges
to some s∞ ∈ [−s0, s0]. Since∣∣∣∂tyk −Rsk(yk(t))∣∣∣2
sk,t
≥
∣∣∣(∂tyk − Rsk(yk(t)))∂M ∣∣∣2sk,t =
∣∣∣∂tzk − Rsk(zk(t))∣∣∣2
sk,t,∂M
· ρk(t),
we get from (11) and lim
k→∞
inf
0≤t≤1
ρk(t) =∞ that
lim
k→∞
∫ 1
0
∣∣∣∂tzk − Rsk(zk(t))∣∣∣2
sk,t,∂M
dt = 0.
Then, by taking limit of certain subsequence of (zk)k, we get z∞ : [0, 1]→ ∂M such that
z∞(0), z∞(1) ∈ ∂L, ∂tz∞(t) = R
s∞
(
z∞(t)
)
.
Therefore 1 ∈ A (∂M, λs∞ , ∂L), hence s∞ ∈ (−s0, s0). By the definition of monotone
homotopy, inf
z∈∂M
∂sa
s(s∞, z) > 0. Hence, there exists ε > 0 such that inf
z∈∂M
∂sa
s(sk, z) ≥ ε
for sufficiently large k. Let A := sup
(s,z)∈R×∂M
as(z). Then,
∫ 1
0
∂sa
s
(
sk, zk(t)
)
· ask
(
zk(t)
)−1
· ρk(t)dt ≥ εA
−1
∫ 1
0
ρk(t)dt
for sufficiently large k. Since lim
k→∞
inf
0≤t≤1
ρk(t) = ∞, the right hand side of the above
inequality goes to ∞ as k → ∞. Hence the left hand side of the above inequality also
goes to∞ as k →∞. This contradicts (12). This completes the proof of Lemma 3.6. 
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3.4. Proof of Lemma 3.4. We use the following result, which is exactly the same as
Proposition 8 in [FH].
Lemma 3.7. Assume that a, b, λ ≥ 0 and δ > 0 are given such that δ2λ < π2. Then,
there exists C(a, b, λ, δ) > 0 such that, if a closed interval I satisfies 0 < |I| ≤ δ and a
smooth function α : I × R/Z→ R satisfies
∆α + λα + a ≥ 0,
sup
{
α(s, t)
∣∣ s ∈ ∂I} ≤ b,
then, supα ≤ C(a, b, λ, δ).
Remark 3.8. For any τ > 0, Lemma 3.7 holds if we replace R/Z with R/τZ in the
statement.
proof of Lemma 3.4: For any ε > 0, there exists δ > 0 and β : I × [0, 1] → R such
that:
sup
I×[0,1]
|α− β|, sup
I×[0,1]
∣∣∆(α− β)∣∣ ≤ ε,
1− δ ≤ t ≤ 1 =⇒ β(s, t) = α(s, 1) + ∂2t α(s, 1) ·
(t− 1)2
2
,
0 ≤ t ≤ δ =⇒ β(s, t) = α(s, 0) + ∂2t α(s, 0) ·
t2
2
.
Define β : I × R/2Z→ R by
β(s, t) =
{
β(s, t) (0 ≤ t ≤ 1),
β(s, 2− t) (1 ≤ t ≤ 2).
Then, β ∈ C∞(I × R/2Z). Moreover, β satisfies
∆β + λβ +
(
a+ (1 + λ)ε
)
≥ 0, sup
{
β(s, t)
∣∣ s ∈ ∂I} ≤ b+ ε.
Then, if we take C = C(a + (1 + λ)ε, b + ε, λ, δ) as in Lemma 3.7, sup β = sup β ≤ C.
Hence supα ≤ C + ε. 
3.5. Proof of Proposition 2.7. First, we may assume that (ωs, Xs) = (ω0, X0) if s is
sufficiently close to 0, and (ωs, Xs) = (ω1, X1) if s is sufficiently close to 1. Then, extend
(ωs, Xs)0≤s≤1 to (ω
s, Xs)s∈R by
(ωs, Xs) =
{
(ω0, X0) (s ≤ 0)
(ω1, X1) (s ≥ 1).
The crucial step in the proof of Proposition 2.7 is:
Lemma 3.9. Let H,H ′ ∈ Had(Mˆ) and (H
s)s be a monotone homotopy from H to H
′,
such that aHs is a constant function on ∂M for any s (aHs ≡: a(s)). Let (J
s
t )s,t be a
family of almost complex structures on Mˆ such that
Jst =
{
J0t (s ≤ 0)
J1t (s ≥ 1)
.
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Assume that there exists a compact set M ⊂ K ⊂ Mˆ , such that Hs ∈ HK(Mˆ), J
s
t ∈
J1,K(Mˆ ; ωˆs) for any s and t (here 1 denotes the constant function on ∂M). Then, there
exist constants c0, c1 > 0, which depend only on (ω
s, Xs)s and (J
s
t )s,t, with following
property: if c0a + c1 ≤ ∂sa on [0, 1], there exists a compact set B ⊂ Mˆ such that u
(
R ×
[0, 1]
)
⊂ B for any x− ∈ C (H), x+ ∈ C (H
′), u ∈ Mˆ(Hs,Jst )(x−, x+).
Once Lemma 3.9 is established, we can define a chain map ϕ
(Hs,Jst )s,t
k : WFCk(H ;M,ω
0, X0, L)→
WFCk(H
′;M,ω1, X1, L) by
ϕ
(Hs,Jst )s,t
k [x] =
∑
y∈Ck(H′)
♯Mˆ(Hs,Jst )(x, y) · [y],
given a monotone homotopy (Hs)s which satisfies assumptions in Lemma 3.9. Hence we
get a morphism WFHk(H ;M,ω
0, X0, L) → WFHk(H
′;M,ω1, X1, L). By taking direct
limit, we obtain a morphism
WFH∗(M,ω
0, X0, L)→WFH∗(M,ω
1, X1, L).
We can also define a morphism in invert direction, and show that they are inverse to each
other. This completes the proof of Proposition 2.7. Hence all we have to show is Lemma
3.9.
The proof of Lemma 3.9 is very similar to the proof of Theorem 2.5. First we take
ρ0 > 1 so that K ⊂ intM(ρ0), take smooth function ϕ : [1,∞)→ R such that
ϕ′′(ρ) ≥ 0,
ϕ′(ρ) = 1 (ρ ≥ ρ0 + 1),
ϕ(ρ) = 0 (ρ ≤ ρ0),
and define αu ∈ C
∞
(
R× [0, 1]
)
for u ∈ Mˆ(Hs,Jst )(x−, x+) by
αu(s, t) =
{
ϕ
(
ρ(s, t)
) (
u(s, t) ∈ ∂M × [ρ0,∞)
)
0 (otherwise)
.
Once we establish properties which correspond to Lemmas 3.1, 3.2, 3.3 for αu, the proof
completes. The first two properties can be proved in completely same way. But to
establish the property which corresponds to Lemma 3.3, we need somewhat different
arguments. In the following, we prove the property which corresponds to Lemma 3.3.
First we spell out what we have to prove.
Lemma 3.10. Let H, H ′, (Hs)s and (J
s
t )s,t are as in Lemma 3.9. Then, there exist
constants c0, c1 > 0, which depend only on (ω
s, Xs)s and (J
s
t )s,t, with following property:
Assume c0a(s) + c1 ≤ a
′(s) for s ∈ [0, 1]. Then, for any x− ∈ C (H),
x+ ∈ C (H
′) and δ > 0, there exists c(x−, x+, δ) > 0 such that for any
u ∈ Mˆ(Hs,Jst )(x−, x+), there exists a sequence (sk)k∈Z with :
(1) 0 < sk+1 − sk < δ for any k.
(2) sup
0≤t≤1
αu(sk, t) ≤ c(x−, x+, δ) for any k.
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Proof. At first, by same arguments as what we have done in the beginning of section 3.3,
we may assume that ∂sH
s(x) ≥ 0 for any x ∈ Mˆ and s ∈ R.
Let λˆs := iXˆsωˆ
s. By simple calculation, we get
(13) − ∂s
(
AHs(u(s))
)
=
∫ 1
0
∣∣∂su(s, t)∣∣2Jst + ∂sHs(u(s, t))− ∂sλˆs(∂tu(s, t))dt.
existence of the third term in integrand requires more arguments than proof of Lemma
3.3. In the following, we prove that: there exists c0, c1 > 0 such that, if c0a + c1 ≤ ∂sa
holds on [0, 1], then there exists c2 > 0 (which may depend on (H
s)s) such that
(14)
∣∣∂su(s, t)∣∣2Jst +∂sHs(u(s, t))−∂sλˆs(∂tu(s, t))+c2 ≥ 12
(∣∣∂su(s, t)∣∣2Jst +∂sHs(u(s, t))
)
.
Once this is established, Lemma 3.10 is proved by same arguments as proof of Lemma
3.3.
Since K is compact, to prove (14) it is enough to show that there exists c3 > 0 such
that
(15) u(s, t) ∈ Mˆ \K =⇒
∣∣∂sλˆs(∂tu(s, t))∣∣ ≤ c3 + 1
2
(∣∣∂su(s, t)∣∣2Jst + ∂sHs(u(s, t))).
First notice that, since Jst ∈ J1,K(Mˆ ; ωˆ
s, Xˆs), 〈 · , · 〉Jst satisfies following properties (see
Lemma 2.3):
(1) On Mˆ \K, a natural decomposition TMˆ = T (∂M)⊕R∂ρ is an orthogonal decom-
position with respect to 〈 · , · 〉Jst .
(2) There exists a metric 〈 · , · 〉Jst ,∂M on ∂M such that
∣∣v(z, ρ)∣∣
Jst
= ρ
1
2
∣∣v(z)∣∣
Jst ,∂M
for
any v ∈ T (∂M) and (z, ρ) ∈ Mˆ \K.
(3) There exists cs,t such that
∣∣∂ρ(z, ρ)∣∣Jst = (ρcs,t)− 12 on Mˆ \K.
We return to the proof of (15). Since Mˆ \ K ⊂ ∂M × [1,∞), we can write u(s, t) =(
z(s, t), ρ(s, t)
)
. Let c4 := sup
z,s,t
∣∣∂sλs(z)∣∣Jst ,∂M . Then,∣∣∂sλˆs(∂tu)∣∣ = ρ(s, t)∣∣∂sλs(∂tz)∣∣ ≤ c4ρ(s, t)|∂tz|Jst ,∂M ≤ c4ρ(s, t) 12 |∂tu|Jst .
Since |∂tu|Jst ≤ |∂su|Jst +
∣∣∇stHs∣∣Jst and ∣∣∇Hs(z, ρ)∣∣Jst ≤ sups,t cs,t · a(s)ρ 12 , There exist
c5, c6 > 0 such that ∣∣∂sλˆs(∂tu)∣∣ ≤ 1
2
|∂su|
2
Jst
+
(
c5a(s) + c6
)
ρ(s, t).
On the other hand, ∂sH
s(z, ρ) = ∂sa · ρ+ ∂sb on Mˆ \K. Hence, if 2c5a + 2c6 ≤ ∂sa and
0 ≤ 2c3 + ∂sb on [0, 1], (15) holds for s ∈ [0, 1]. When s /∈ [0, 1], the left hand side of (15)
is zero. Hence, if c3 + inf ∂sb ≥ 0, (15) holds for s /∈ [0, 1]. This completes the proof of
Lemma 3.10. 
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4. Classical Hamiltonian systems
First we recall notations which are introduced in section 1. Let N be a n-dimensional
manifold. Then, T ∗N carries a natural symplectic form ωN :=
∑
1≤i≤n
dpi ∧ dqi.
Assume that N carries a Riemannian metric. Then, for V ∈ C∞(N), we define HV ∈
C∞(T ∗N) by HV (q, p) = V (q) + |p|
2/2. Note that Crit(HV ) = Crit(V ).
For ξ ∈ X(N), We define Fξ ∈ C
∞(T ∗N) and ξ˜ ∈ X(T ∗N) by Fξ(q, p) := p(ξq)
and ξ˜ := XFξ . Then, Lξ˜ω = 0 and ξ˜(q,0) = ξq. For a ∈ R, define Ya ∈ X(T
∗N) by
Ya := ~r + a∇˜V , where ~r :=
∑
1≤i≤n
pi∂pi .
Lemma 4.1. LetK be a compact set in T ∗N such that K∩Crit(V ) = ∅. Then, dHV (Ya) >
0 on K for sufficiently small a > 0.
Proof. Since ∇˜V (q, 0) = ∇V (q) and K ∩ Crit(V ) = ∅, dHV (∇˜V ) > 0 on K ∩ N . Let
K0 be a subset of K defined by dHV (∇˜V ) ≤ 0. Since K0 is compact and disjoint from
N , m := min
K0
|p|2 is positive. Take M > 0 so that M > max
K0
−dHV (∇˜V ), and take
0 < a < m/M . Then, dHV (Ya) > m − aM > 0 on K0. On the other hand, since
dHV (∇˜V ) > 0 and dHV (~r) ≥ 0 on K \K0, dHV (Ya) > 0 on K \K0 for any a > 0. 
As in section 1, we abbreviate H−1V
(
(−∞, h]
)
by Dh, and H
−1
V (h) by Sh. If h is a regular
value of HV and Sh is compact, then (Dh, ωN , Ya, Dh ∩ N) is a Liouville quadruple for
sufficiently small a > 0. This is verified by applying Lemma 4.1 for K = Sh. The main
result of this paper is the following:
Theorem 4.2. Let N be a Riemannian manifold, and V ∈ C∞(N). Assume that h
is a regular value of V , and Sh is compact. If Sh ∩ N 6= ∅ and Dh is connected, then
WFH∗(Dh, ωN , Dh ∩N) = 0.
By Remark 2.12, Theorem 4.2 implies:
Corollary 4.3. Let N and V are as in Theorem 4.2. Then, C (Sh, Sh ∩N) 6= ∅.
Since elements of C (Sh, Sh ∩ N) correspond to orbits of XHV on Sh which start from
and end at Sh ∩N , Corollary 4.3 implies Theorem 1.2.
In the remainder of this section, we reduce Theorem 4.2 to Lemma 4.10. First, we
prove the following lemma:
Lemma 4.4. WFH∗(Dh, ωN , Dh ∩N) depends only on diffeomorphism type of Dh ∩N .
Proof. LetK := Dh∩N andK := K∪∂K×[0, 1]. Take any Riemannian metric g onK and
W ∈ C∞(K) so that 0 is a regular value of W and K = W−1((−∞, 0]). For such (g,W ),
define Hg,W ∈ C
∞(T ∗K) by Hg,W (q, p) = |p|
2
g/2+W (q), and let Dg,W := H
−1
g,W
(
(−∞, 0]
)
.
For a ∈ R, let Yg,W,a := ~r + a∇˜gW . Then, (Dg,W , ωK , Yg,W,a, K) is a Liouville quadruple
for sufficiently small a > 0.
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We claim that WFH∗(Dg,W , ωK , K) does not depend on choice of g and W . In par-
ticular, WFH∗(Dg,W , ωK , K) depends only on diffeomorphism type of K. This is proved
as follows. Take two choices (g0,W0) and (g1,W1). Let gt := tg1 + (1 − t)g0 and Wt :=
tW1 + (1− t)W0. Then, when we take a > 0 sufficiently small, (Dgt,Wt, ωK , Ygt,Wt,a, K) is
a smooth family of Liouville quadruples. Then, the claim follows from Proposition 2.7.
Extend the inclusion map i : K → N to an embedding i : K → N . Let g be the pullback
of the Riemannian metric on N by i, and W := V ◦ i − h. Then, (Dh, ωN , Dh ∩ N)
in Theorem 4.2 can be identified with (Dg,W , ωK , K). So, the above claim proves the
lemma. 
We return to the proof of Theorem 4.2. We may assume h = 0, and by Lemma 4.4,
we may assume that V is Morse. Then, Crit(V )∩V −1
(
(−∞, 0]
)
consists of finitely many
points. We denote it by {P1, . . . , Pl}. Moreover, we may assume the following.
(1) V (P1) < · · · < V (Pl) < 0.
(2) 1 ≤ indPm ≤ n− 1 for 2 ≤ m ≤ l and indP1 = 0.
Note that we can eliminate critical points of index n, since Dh ∩ N is connected and its
boundary is non-empty.
If h ∈
(
V (P1), V (P2)
)
, Dh ∩ N is diffeomorphic to D
n. Hence, by Lemma 4.4 and
Proposition 2.9, WFH∗(Dh, ωN , Dh ∩N) = 0.
By Lemma 4.4, if [h, h′] contains no critical value of V , then WFH∗(Dh, ωN , Dh∩N) ∼=
WFH∗(Dh′ , ωN , Dh′ ∩N). Therefore, if we prove the following Theorem 4.5, we can prove
Theorem 4.2 by applying Theorem 4.5 to each critical points P2, . . . , Pm.
Theorem 4.5. Let N be a n-dimensional Riemannian manifold, V be a Morse function
on N , and P ∈ Crit(V ) with 1 ≤ indP ≤ n− 1. Assume that there exists ε > 0 such that
Crit(V ) ∩ V −1
(
[V (P )− ε, V (P ) + ε]
)
= {P}, and DV (P )+ε is compact. Then,
WFH∗(DV (P )−ε, ωN , DV (P )−ε ∩N) ∼= WFH∗(DV (P )+ε, ωN , DV (P )+ε ∩N).
In the remainder of this section, we reduce Theorem 4.5 to Lemma 4.10. By Morse
lemma, there exists a coordinate neighborhood U around P and local chart (q1, . . . , qn)
on U such that P corresponds to (0, . . . , 0) and
V (q) = V (P ) +
{
−(q21 + . . .+ q
2
k) + (q
2
k+1 + . . .+ q
2
n)
}
/2.
Here k = indP . Denote by πN the natural projection T
∗N → N . In the following of this
paper, we often consider π−1N (U) as a subset of R
2n using the coordinate (q, p).
We introduce some notations which we use in the following of this paper. First, we
abbreviate (q1, . . . , qn) by q, (p1, . . . , pn) by p, and (p1, . . . , pk), (pk+1, . . . , pn), (q1, . . . , qk),
(qk+1, . . . , qn) by p−, p+, q−, q+. Moreover, we set
D
(
[a, b]
)
:=
{
(q, p)
∣∣ p = 0, a ≤ |q|2 ≤ b},
D−
(
[a, b]
)
:=
{
(q, p)
∣∣ p = 0, q+ = 0, a ≤ |q−|2 ≤ b}.
D
(
(a, b]
)
etc. are defined in the same manner.
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By Lemma 4.4, we may assume that Riemannian metric on U is
∑
1≤i≤n
dq2i . Take b > 0
sufficiently small so that D
(
[0, 2b]
)
⊂ U and Crit(V )∩V −1
(
[V (P )− b, V (P )+ b]
)
= {P}.
Lemma 4.6. For sufficiently small a > 0, dHV (Ya) > 0 on H
−1
V
(
[V (P )− b, V (P ) + b]
)
\
{P}.
Proof. On π−1N (U), we can write explicitly:
HV (q, p) =
|p|2 − |q−|
2 + |q+|
2
2
, dHV (q, p) = pdp− q−dq− + q+dq+,
Ya(q, p) = −aq−∂q− + (1 + a)p−∂p− + aq+∂q+ + (1− a)p+∂p+ .
Then,
dHV (Ya) = (1− a)|p+|
2 + (1 + a)|p−|
2 + a|q|2.
Hence if a ∈ (0, 1), dHV (Ya) > 0 on π
−1
N (U) \ {P}. Therefore, to prove the claim, it is
enough to show that dHV (Ya) > 0 on H
−1
V
(
[V (P )− b, V (P ) + b]
)
\ π−1N (U) for sufficiently
small a > 0. This follows from Lemma 4.1, since H−1V
(
[V (P )− b, V (P ) + b]
)
\ π−1N (U) is
compact and disjoint from Crit(V ). 
For H ∈ C∞(T ∗N), let S(H) be the set of x : I → T ∗N with |I| > 0, x˙ = XH(x),
x(∂I) ⊂ N and x(∂I) ∩D−
(
(0, b)
)
6= ∅.
We will show that for generic H , which is obtained by perturbing HV , S(H) is a
countable set. To put it more rigorously, we first explain the setting for perturbation.
Let H be an affine space consists of H ∈ C∞(T ∗N) such that supp(H −HV ) ⊂
{
|p|2 ≤
2b
}
\ π−1N
(
D
(
[0, 2b)
))
. We equip H with usual C∞ topology, i.e. the topology induced
by distance
dC∞(H,H
′) :=
∞∑
m=0
2−m
|H −H ′|Cm
1 + |H −H ′|Cm
.
Then, the following lemma holds. The proof is postponed until the end of this section.
Lemma 4.7. There exists H ′ ⊂ H , such that H ′ is of second category in H and S(H)
is a countable set for any H ∈ H ′.
Take a > 0 sufficiently small so that dHV (Ya) > 0 on H
−1
V
(
[V (P )− b, V (P )+ b]
)
\ {P}.
Then, there exists c > 0 such that if H ∈ HU satisfies dC∞(H,HV ) ≤ c, then dH(Ya) > 0
on H−1
(
[V (P )− b, V (P ) + b]
)
\ {P}.
By Lemma 4.7, there exists H ∈ HU such that dC∞(H,HV ) ≤ c and S(H) is countable.
Moreover, there exists ε ∈ (0, b/2) such that H(x) 6= V (P ) − ε for any x ∈ S(H), since
S(H) is a countable set.
Let D± := H
−1
(
(−∞, V (P )± ε]
)
, and
Σ := ∂D− ∩D−
(
(0, b)
)
=
{
(q, p)
∣∣ p = q+ = 0, |q−|2 = 2ε}.
We summarize their properties:
Lemma 4.8. (1) (D±, ωN , Ya, D± ∩N) are Liouville quadruples.
(2) WFH∗(D±, ωN , D± ∩N) ∼= WFH∗(DV (P )±ε, ωN , DV (P )±ε ∩N).
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(3) For any x : I → ∂D− in C (∂D−, ∂D− ∩N), x(∂I) ∩ Σ = ∅.
Proof. Since dH(Ya) > 0 on H
−1
(
[V (P ) − b, V (P ) + b]
)
\ {P}, Ya points outwards on
∂D±. This proves (1). To prove (2), for 0 ≤ t ≤ 1 define
H t := (1− t)H + tHV , D
t
± := (H
t)−1
(
(−∞, V (P )± ε]
)
.
Since H t ∈ HU and dC∞(H,Ht) ≤ c, (D
t
±, ωN , Ya, D
t
± ∩ N)0≤t≤1 is a smooth family of
Liouville quadruples. Hence (2) follows from Proposition 2.7. Finally we prove (3). If
there exists x : I → ∂D− in C (∂D−, ∂D−∩N) such that x(∂I)∩Σ 6= ∅, by reparametrizing
x we get an element of S(H). This contradicts the choice of ε. 
By (1) and (2) in Lemma 4.8, to prove Theorem 4.5 it is enough to show
(16) WFH∗(D+, ωN , D+ ∩N) ∼= WFH∗(D−, ωN , D− ∩N).
Take µ ∈ C∞(R) such that
(1) µ′(t) ≥ 0.
(2) µ(t) =
{
0 (t ≤ 0)
t− 1/2 (t ≥ 1)
.
For δ > 0, define µδ ∈ C
∞(R) by µδ(t) =
δ
2
+ δ · µ
(
t− 2ε
δ
)
, and let
Dδ := D− ∪
{
(q, p)
∣∣ |q−|2 − 2ε ≤ |q+|2 + |p|2 ≤ µδ(|q−|2)}.
Then, D− ⊂ Dδ ⊂ D+ for sufficiently small δ > 0.
Lemma 4.9. For sufficiently small a > 0, (Dδ, ωN , Ya, Dδ ∩N) is a Liouville quadruple.
Moreover, WFH∗(Dδ, ωN , Dδ ∩N) ∼= WFH∗(D+, ωN , D+ ∩N).
Proof. To prove the first assertion, it is enough to show that Ya points strictly outwards
on ∂Dδ. On π
−1
N (U),
Ya(q, p) = −aq−∂q− + (1 + a)p−∂p− + aq+∂q+ + (1− a)p+∂p+ .
If a ∈ (0, 1), then −a < 0 and 1+a, a, 1−a > 0. Therefore Ya points strictly outwards on
∂Dδ ∩ π
−1
N (U), since µ
′
δ(t) ≥ 0. On the other hand, since ∂Dδ \ π
−1
N (U) = ∂D− \ π
−1
N (U),
Ya points outwards on ∂Dδ \ π
−1
N (U) for sufficiently small a > 0.
The latter assertion follows from Corollary 2.8, since dH(Ya) > 0 on D+ \ Dδ for
sufficiently small a > 0. 
By Lemma 4.9, (16) is reduced to:
Lemma 4.10. WFH∗(D−, ωN , D− ∩N) ∼= WFH∗(Dδ, ωN , Dδ ∩N).
Lemma 4.10 is proved in the next section. In the remainder of this section, we prove
Lemma 4.7.
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Proof. Define S−(H) and S+(H) by
S−(H) =
{
x : [0, l]→ T ∗N
∣∣ l > 0, x˙ = XH(x), x(0) ∈ D−((0, b)), x(l) ∈ N},
S+(H) =
{
x : [0, l]→ T ∗N
∣∣ l > 0, x˙ = XH(x), x(0) ∈ N, x(l) ∈ D−((0, b))}.
In the following, we prove that there exists H − ⊂ H which is of second category in H
and for any H ∈ H −, S−(H) is countable. By parallel arguments, we can also show that
there exists H + ⊂ H which is of second category in H and for any H ∈ H +, S+(H)
is countable. Then, H ′ := H − ∩H + satisfies the requirements of Lemma 4.7.
In the following, we prove that there exists H − as above. The proof consists of 9 steps.
Step1: By definition of H , any H ∈ H satisfies H ≡ HV on π
−1
N
(
D
(
[0, 2b]
))
. Hence,
following (1), (2) holds for any H ∈ H .
(1) If x : [0, t] → π−1N
(
D
(
[0, 2b]
))
satisfies t > 0, x˙ = XH(x) and x(0) ∈ D−
(
(0, 2b]
)
,
then x(t) /∈ N .
(2) There exists c > 0, which is independent of H and such that: if x : R → T ∗N
satisfies x˙ = XH(x) and x(0) ∈ D−
(
[0, b]
)
then x
(
[0, c]
)
⊂ π−1N
(
D
(
[0, 2b]
))
.
Step2: Let B be the set of (l, x) where l > 0 and x ∈ L1,2
(
[0, 1], T ∗N
)
, such that:
(1) x(0) ∈ D−
(
(0, b)
)
, x(1) ∈ N .
(2) If
1
2
≤ t ≤ 1−
c
l
, then x(t) 6= x(0).
It is easily verified that B is a Banach submanifold of (0,∞)× L1,2
(
[0, 1], T ∗N
)
. Let E
be a Banach vector bundle over B defined by E(x,l) = L
2
(
x∗T (T ∗N)
)
. For H ∈ H , define
sH ∈ Γ(E ) by sH(x, l) = x˙(t) − l · XH
(
x(t)
)
. If sH(x, l) = 0, then x satisfies following
conditions:
(a) x
(
[0, 1]
)
∩
{
|p|2 < 2b
}
\ π−1N
(
D
(
[0, 2b]
))
6= ∅.
(b) x|[0,1) is injective.
By (1) in step 1 and x(1) ∈ N , x
(
[0, 1]
)
is not contained in π−1N
(
D
(
[0, 2b]
))
. Moreover, if
x(t) =
(
q(t), p(t)
)
∈ π−1N
(
D
(
[0, 2b]
))
,∣∣p(t)∣∣2 = 2(H(x(t)) − V (q(t))) = 2(V (q(0))− V (q(t))) ≤ 2b− ∣∣q(0)∣∣2.
(a) follows form this at once.
To prove (b), first notice that if there exists 1 −
c
l
< t < 1 with x(t) = x(0), then
x(1) /∈ N by (1), (2) in step 1. Hence x(t) 6= x(0) for 1−
c
l
< t < 1. Hence, if x|[0,1) is not
injective, there exists largest 0 < t < 1 such that x(t) = x(0), and t ≤ 1 −
c
l
. Moreover,
if t <
1
2
, then x(2t) = x(0) but this contradicts maximality of t. Hence
1
2
≤ t ≤ 1 −
c
l
,
but this contradicts (2) in definition of B.
Step3: Take any almost complex structure J on T ∗N , which is compatible with ωN .
J induces the associated metric and its Levi-Civita connection on T ∗N , and also on
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E → B. Then, (∇sH)(x,l) : T(x,l)B → E(x,l) is a Fredholm operator. In particular,
Coker∇sH = (Im∇sH)
⊥ ⊂ E(x,l) is finite dimensional. Note that the index of this operator
is
dimD−
(
(0, b)
)
+ dimN + 1− dimT ∗N = k + 1− n.
Let ζ ∈ Coker∇sH , i.e. ζ is orthogonal to
∇ξ(sH) = ∂tξ − l(∇ξJ · ∇H + J · ∇ξ(∇H)) =: ∂tξ − lA(t) · ξ(t),
for any ξ ∈ L1,2
(
x∗(T (T ∗N))
)
with ξ(0) ∈ Tx(0)D−
(
(0, b)
)
and ξ(1) ∈ Tx(1)N . Hence we
obtain (A∗(t) is the adjoint operator of A(t)):(
∂t + lA
∗(t)
)
ζ(t) = 0, ζ(0) ∈
(
Tx(0)D−
(
(0, b)
))⊥
, ζ(1) ∈
(
Tx(1)N
)⊥
.
Step4: We claim that if sH(x, l) = 0, then
(
∂t+ lA
∗(t)
)
(∇H ◦ x) = 0 . This is verified
as follows. If (y, l) ∈ B satisfies y(0) = x(0) and y(1) = x(1), then (∇H ◦ y) · sH(y, l) =
H
(
y(1)
)
− H
(
y(0)
)
= (∇H ◦ x) · sH(x, l). Hence, if ξ ∈ L
1,2
(
x∗(T (T ∗N))
)
satisfies
ξ(0) = 0 and ξ(1) = 0, then ∇ξ(∇H · sH) = 0 at (x, l). Since sH(x, l) = 0, it follows that
∇H · ∇ξ(sH) = 0. Since this holds for any ξ ∈ L
1,2
(
x∗(T (T ∗N))
)
such that ξ(0) = 0 and
ξ(1) = 0, the claim follows.
Step5: Let m ∈ Z≥2, and let H
m be an affine space consists of H ∈ Cm(T ∗N) such
that supp(H −HV ) ⊂
{
|p|2 ≤ 2b
}
\ π−1N
(
D
(
[0, 2b)
))
. H m is an affine Banach space with
Cm norm. Consider Banach vector bundle H m × E → H m × B, and define a section
of this bundle s : (H, x, l) 7→ sH(x, l). XH is C
m−1 class vector field, hence s is a Cm−1
class section. We prove that if s(H, x, l) = 0, then ∇s is surjective at (H, x, l). If this
is not true, there exists ζ ∈ Coker∇sH(x, l), such that ζ 6= 0 and ζ · (J∇h) ◦ x = 0
for any h ∈ H m − HV . By (a) in step 2, there exists 0 < t0 < t1 < 1 such that
x
(
[t0, t1]
)
⊂
{
|p|2 < 2b
}
\ π−1
(
D
(
[0, 2b]
))
. Moreover, x|[t0,t1] is embedding by (b). If a
section η of x∗
(
T (T ∗N)
)
|[t0,t1] satisfies
∫ t1
t0
η(t) · x˙(t)dt = 0 and suppη ⊂ (t0, t1), there
exists h ∈ H m − HV such that η(t) = ∇h
(
x(t)
)
. Hence ζ = a∇H ◦ x on (t0, t1)
for some constant a. Since ζ and ∇H ◦ x both vanishes by the differential operator
∂t+ lA
∗(t), ζ = a∇H ◦x on [0, 1]. In particular, ζ(0) = a∇H(x(0)). Hence a∇H(x(0)) ∈(
Tx(0)D−
(
(0, b)
))⊥
. On the other hand, dH|Tx(0)D−((0,b)) 6= 0. Hence we obtain a = 0,
contradicting ζ 6= 0.
Step6: By step 4, s−1(0) is a Cm−1 class Banach submanifold of H m ×B. Consider
πH m : s
−1(0) → H m; (H, x, l) 7→ H . This is a Cm−1 class Fredholm map of index
k + 1− n ≤ 0 (recall k ≤ n− 1). Hence by Sard-Smale theorem, the set of regular value
of πH m (denote by H
m
reg) is of second category in H
m. Note that H ∈ H mreg if and only
if sH : B → E is transversal to 0.
Step7: For any δ > 0, let
B(δ) : =
{
(x, l) ∈ B
∣∣ x(0) ∈ D−([δ, b− δ]), δ ≤ l ≤ 1δ},
H mreg,δ : = H
m \ πH m
(
Crit(πH m) ∩B(δ)
)
.
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Obviously, H mreg =
⋂
δ>0
H mreg,δ. We show that H
m
reg,δ is open in H
m. If (Hn, xn, ln)n is a
sequence on Crit(πH m) ∩ B(δ) and (Hn)n converges to some H∞ in H
m, then certain
subsequence of (xn, ln) converges to some (x∞, l∞), hence (H∞, x∞, l∞) ∈ Crit(πH m) ∩
B(δ). Therefore H m \H mreg,δ is closed in H
m.
Step8: For any δ > 0, let Hreg,δ := H
m
reg,δ ∩H (this does not depend on m). We show
that Hreg,δ is open dense set in H . Openness is clear since H
m
reg,δ is open in H
m and the
inclusion map H → H m is continuous.
To show that Hreg,δ is dense in H , first notice that H
m
reg,δ is dense in H
m by step 6.
Hence for any H ∈ H , there exists Hm ∈ H
m
reg,δ such that |H − Hm|Cm ≤ 2
−m. Since
H mreg,δ is open in H
m, there exists 0 < c < 2−m such that c-neighborhood of Hk with
respect to | · |Cm is contained in H
m
reg,δ. Then, take H
′
m ∈ H so that |Hm −H
′
m|Cm < c,
then H ′m ∈ Hreg,δ and |H −H
′
m|Cm < 2
1−m, hence lim
m→∞
H ′m = H in H . This shows that
Hreg,δ is dense in H .
Step9: Let Hreg :=
⋂
δ>0
Hreg,δ. Hreg is of second category in H by step 8. Note that
H ∈ Hreg if and only if sH : B → E is transversal to 0. Since virtual dimension of s
−1
H (0)
is 1 + k − n ≤ 0, s−1H (0) is a countable set for any H ∈ Hreg. Therefore it is enough to
show that if s−1H (0) is countable, then S
−(H) is countable.
Let S−0 (H) := {x ∈ S
−(H) | x is injective}, and S−1 (H) := S
−(H) \ S−0 (H). S
−
0 (H)
is countable, since there exists injection S−0 (H) → s
−1
H (0) which maps x : [0, l] → T
∗N
to [0, 1] → T ∗N ; t 7→ x(tl). Hence it is enough to show that S−1 (H) is countable. Take
x ∈ S−1 (H). Since x is not constant, there exists smallest 0 < t < l such that x(t) =
x(0). Then (y, t) ∈ s−1H (0) where y : [0, 1] → T
∗N ; τ 7→ x(tτ). Moreover, there are only
countably many θ > 0 such that x(θ) ∈ N . Hence we obtain map S−1 (H)→ s
−1
H (0), such
that preimage of each element of s−1H (0) is countable. Therefore, S
−
1 (H) is countable.
This completes the proof. 
5. Handle attaching
In this section, we prove Lemma 4.10. In 5.1, we prove a preliminary lemma on Floer
trajectories (Lemma 5.1). In 5.2, we give a proof of 4.10.
5.1. Lemma on Floer trajectories.
Lemma 5.1. Let (M,ω,X, L) be a Liouville quadruple, and λ := iXω. Let M
in be a
compact submanifold of M such that (M in, ω|M in, X|M in, L∩M
in) is a Liouville quadruple.
We denote the Reeb vector field and the contact distribution on (∂M in, λ) by Rin, ξin.
Let H,H ′ ∈ Had(Mˆ), and (H
s)s be a monotone homotopy from H to H
′ such that
∂sH(x) ≥ 0 for any s ∈ R, x ∈ Mˆ . Let (J
s
t )s,t be a family of elements of J (Mˆ).
Assume that there exists a ∈ C∞(R) and 0 < ν < 1 with following properties:
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(1) Hs(z, ρ) = a(s)(ρ− ν) on M in \M in(ν
1
2 ).
(2) For any s ∈ R and t ∈ [0, 1], Jst preserves ξ
in and Jst (∂ρ) = ρ
−1Rin on M in \
M in(ν
1
2 ).
Assume that x− ∈ C (H), x+ ∈ C (H
′) satisfy x−
(
[0, 1]
)
, x+
(
[0, 1]
)
⊂ M in. Then, for any
u ∈ Mˆ(Hs,Jst )s,t(x−, x+), u
(
R× [0, 1]
)
⊂M in.
Following proof is based on [AS], section 7.
Proof. Take s0 > 0 so thatH
s =
{
H−s0 (s ≤ −s0)
Hs0 (s ≥ s0)
. SinceH,H ′ ∈ Had(Mˆ), a(−s0), a(s0) /∈
A (∂M in, λin, ∂Lin). Hence x−
(
[0, 1]
)
, x+
(
[0, 1]
)
⊂M in(ν
1
2 ). We claim that u
(
R×[0, 1]
)
⊂
M in(ν
1
2 ) for any u ∈ Mˆ(Hs,Jst )s,t(x−, x+). First notice that for any ρ ∈ (ν
1
2 , 1], Dρ :=
R× [0, 1]\u−1
(
intM in(ρ)
)
is a compact set. If the claim is not true, there exists ρ ∈ (ν
1
2 , 1]
such that Dρ 6= ∅. For generic ρ, u and u|R×{0,1}is transverse to ∂M
in × {ρ}, hence we
may assume that Dρ is a compact surface with boundaries and corners.
Let
∂HDρ := ∂Dρ ∩ R× {0, 1}, ∂VDρ := ∂Dρ ∩ R× (0, 1).
It is easily verified that ∂su is not constantly 0 on Dρ. This implies∫
Dρ
|∂su|
2
Jst
dsdt > 0.
Since u satisfies the Floer equation ∂su− J
s
t ∂tu−∇
s
tH
s = 0,∫
Dρ
|∂su|
2
Jst
+ ∂sH
s
(
u(s, t)
)
dsdt =
∫
Dρ
ωˆ(∂tu, ∂su) + dH
s(∂su) + ∂sH
s
(
u(s, t)
)
dsdt
=
∫
∂Dρ
−u∗λˆ+Hs
(
u(s, t)
)
dt.
We calculate the last term. First we calculate the integration on ∂HDρ:∫
∂HDρ
−u∗λˆ +Hs
(
u(s, t)
)
dt =
∫
∂HDρ
−u∗λˆ = 0.
The first equality follows from dt|∂HDρ = 0, and the second equality follows from u(∂HDρ) ⊂
Lˆ and λˆ|Lˆ = 0. On the other hand, since u(∂VDρ) ⊂ ∂M
in × {ρ}, we get
(s, t) ∈ ∂VDρ =⇒ H
s
(
u(s, t)
)
= a(s)
(
ρ− ν
)
, λˆ
(
XHs(u(s, t))
)
= a(s)ρ.
Therefore∫
∂V Dρ
−u∗λˆ+Hs
(
u(s, t)
)
dt =
∫
∂V Dρ
λˆ(XHs ⊗ dt− du)− ν
∫
∂VDρ
a(s)dt.
On the other hand, Floer equation is equivalent to
Jst ◦ (XHs ⊗ dt− du) = (du−XHs ⊗ dt) ◦ j,
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where j is a complex structure on R× [0, 1], defined by j(∂s) = ∂t. Therefore∫
∂V Dρ
λˆ(XHs ⊗ dt− du) = −
∫
∂VDρ
λˆ
(
Jst ◦ (du−XHs ⊗ dt) ◦ j
)
.
λˆ(Jst ◦ XHs) = −λˆ(∇
s
tH
s) = 0 on ∂M in × {ρ}. Moreover, if V is a vector tangent to
∂VDρ, and positive with respect to the boundary orientation, then jV points inwards,
hence dρ(jV ) ≥ 0. Hence λˆ
(
Jst ◦ du ◦ j)(V ) ≥ 0. Therefore,∫
∂VDρ
λˆ(XHs ⊗ dt− du) ≤ 0.
Finally,∫
Dρ
|∂su|
2
Jst
+ ∂sH
s
(
u(s, t)
)
dsdt ≤ −ν
∫
∂V Dρ
a(s)dt = −ν
∫
Dρ
∂sa(s, t) dsdt.
Since ∂sH
s ≥ 0 and ∂sa ≥ 0(this follows from (1) and ∂sH
s ≥ 0), this implies∫
Dρ
|∂su|
2
Jst
dsdt ≤ 0.
This is a contradiction. 
5.2. Handle attaching. In this subsection, we give a proof of Lemma 4.10. At first, we
need the following lemma, which is easily proved by Moser’s trick.
Lemma 5.2. Let X be a manifold and Y be a submanifold of X. Let (λt)0≤t≤1 be a
smooth family of contact forms on X such that λt|Y = 0 and dλt = dλ0 for any t.
Then, for any compact set K in Y , there exists V , a neighborhood of K in X , and
(ψt)0≤t≤1, a smooth family of embeddings from V to X with following properties:
(1) ψ0 is the inclusion map V → X.
(2) ψ∗t λ0 = λt.
(3) ψ−1t (Y ) = V ∩ Y .
(4) ψt|V ∩Y is the inclusion map V ∩ Y → X.
Proof. First we show that there exists W , a neighborhood of K in X , and (ξt)t, a family
of vector fields on W such that Lξtλt + ∂tλt = 0 and ξt = 0 on W ∩ Y .
Take W , a neighborhood of K in X so that the restriction morphism H∗dR(W ) →
H∗dR(W ∩Y ) is an isomorphism. Since dλt = dλ0 for any t, ∂tλt is a closed form. Moreover,
∂tλt
∣∣
Y
= 0 since λt|Y = 0 for any t. Hence (∂tλt)t is a smooth family of exact one forms
on W . Hence there exists (ft)t, a family of C
∞ functions on W such that dft = ∂tλt. We
may assume that ft vanishes on Y , since ∂tλt vanishes on Y and H
0
dR(W )→ H
0
dR(W ∩Y )
is an isomorphism.
Let Rt be the Reeb vector field of (X, λt) and ξt := −ftRt. Then, ξt vanishes on Y and
Lξtλt = iξt(dλt) + d(iξtλt) = −dft = −∂tλt.
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Integrating (ξt)t, we obtain (ϕt)t, a family of embeddings from certain neighborhood of
K to X . Then, ϕ∗tλt = λ0. Finally, if we take V sufficiently small, ψt := (ϕt)
−1|V can be
defined for all 0 ≤ t ≤ 1 and satisfies the condition of the lemma. 
From now on, we start the proof of Lemma 4.10, and we continue to use notations intro-
duced in section 4. For sufficiently small δ > 0, we define subsets of π−1N (U), A
−
δ , A
+
δ , Bδ, Cδ
by
A−δ =
{
(q, p)
∣∣ |p|2 + |q+|2 = |q−|2 − 2ε < δ},
A+δ =
{
(q, p)
∣∣ |p|2 + |q+|2 = µδ(|q−|2) < δ},
Bδ =
{
(q, p)
∣∣ |p|2 + |q+|2 = |q−|2 − 2ε = δ},
Cδ =
{
(q, p)
∣∣ |q−|2 − 2ε ≤ |p|2 + |q+|2 < µδ(|q−|2)} ∪A+δ .
Recall that we have considered π−1N (U) as a subset of R
2n using coordinate (q, p). Hence
we consider these sets also as subsets of R2n.
We have shown in Lemma 4.9 that (Dδ, ωN , Ya, Dδ ∩ N) is a Liouville quadruple for
sufficiently small a. In the following of this paper, we fix such a and denote it by a0.
Take arbitrary smooth function a on [0, 1] such that a(0) = a0 and a(1) =
1
2
. By Lemma
5.2, there exists V , a neighborhood of Σ in ∂D−, and (ψt)t, a family of embeddings from
V to ∂D− with following properties:
(1) ψ0 is the inclusion map V → ∂D−.
(2) ψ∗t λa0 = λa(t). (λa denotes iYaωN .)
(3) ψ−1t (∂D− ∩N) = V ∩N .
(4) ψt|V ∩N is the inclusion map V ∩N → ∂D−.
Since
⋂
δ>0
A−δ = Σ, A
−
δ ⊂ V for sufficiently small δ > 0. If A
−
δ ⊂ V ,
(
Cδ, ωst, Ya(t), Cδ∩N
)
is glued to (D−, ωN , Ya0 , D−∩N) by ψt|Cδ∩∂D− . As a result, we get a Liouville quadruple.
We denote it by
(
Cδ ∪ψt D−, ωt, Zt, Lt
)
.
We make two remarks which are clear from constructions:
Remark 5.3. (1) ∂(Cδ ∪ψt D−) =
(
∂D− \ ψt(A
−
δ )
)
∪ A+δ .
(2) For any δ, δ′ > 0, ̂Cδ ∪ψt D− and ̂Cδ′ ∪ψt D− can be identified naturally.
It is clear from construction that
(
Cδ∪ψ0D−, ω0, Z0, L0
)
is isomorphic to (Dδ, ωN , Ya0 , Dδ∩
N) as Liouville quadruple. Hence, by Proposition 2.7, to prove Lemma 4.10 it is enough
to show that
(17) WFH∗
(
Cδ ∪ψ1 D−, ω1, L1
)
∼= WFH∗(D−, ωN , D− ∩N).
Let (αi)i be an increasing sequence of positive numbers, such that lim
i→∞
αi = ∞ and
αi /∈ A (∂D−, λa0, ∂D− ∩N). Let ν ∈ (0, 1), and take Fi ∈ Had(Dˆ−) such that:
F -(1): F1(x) < F2(x) < · · · for any x ∈ Dˆ−.
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F -(2): Fi(z, ρ) = αi(ρ− ν) on ∂D− × [ν
1
2 ,∞).
Since aFi = αi →∞ as i→∞,
(18) WFH∗(D−, ωN , D− ∩N) = lim
i→∞
WFH∗(Fi)
Hence to prove (17), it is enough to show
(19) WFH≤m
(
Cδ ∪ψ1 D−, ω1, L1
)
∼= lim
i→∞
WFH≤m(Fi)
for each positive integer m. In the following, we fix δ and denote it by δ0.
Denote the Reeb vector field on (∂D−, λa0) by R.
Lemma 5.4. For any α > 0, there exists δ(α) > 0 such that any δ ∈
(
0, δ(α)
)
satisfies
following:
Assume that x : I → ∂D− satisfies x˙ = R(x), x(∂I) ⊂ ψ1(Bδ)∪(∂D−∩N),
x(∂I) ∩ ψ1(Bδ) 6= ∅ and x(I) is not contained in ψ1(A
−
δ0
). Then, |I| > α.
Proof. Assume the assertion is not true. Then, there exists y : J → ∂D− such that
y˙ = R(y), y(∂J) ⊂
⋂
δ>0
ψ1
(
A−δ
)
∪ (∂D− ∩ N), y(∂J) ∩
⋂
δ>0
ψ1
(
A−δ
)
6= ∅, and y(J) is not
contained in ψ1(A
−
δ0
) (we use Bδ ⊂ A
−
δ ). On the other hand,⋂
δ>0
ψ1
(
A−δ
)
= ψ1
(⋂
δ>0
A−δ
)
= ψ1(Σ) = Σ.
In the last equality, we use property (4) of ψt. Hence y(∂J) ⊂ ∂D−∩N , and y(∂J)∩Σ 6= ∅.
Since Σ ⊂ ψ1(A
−
δ0
), y is not constant and |J | > 0. Hence y ∈ C (∂D−, λa0, ∂D− ∩N). But
this contradicts (3) in Lemma 4.8. 
We can take sequences (δi)i and (Gi)i, where δi ∈ R>0 and Gi ∈ Had( ̂Cδ0 ∪ψ1 D−), such
that (δi)i satisfies following properties:
δ-(1): 0 < δi < min
{
δ0, δ(αi)
}
.
δ-(2): δ1 > δ2 > · · · .
δ-(3): lim
i→∞
δi = 0.
and (Gi)i satisfies following properties:
G-(1): Gi|D− = Fi|D−.
G-(2): aGi →∞ as i→∞.
G-(3): There exists a sequence i1 < i2 < · · · such that Gi1(x) < Gi2(x) < · · · for any
x ∈ ̂Cδ0 ∪ψ1 D−.
G-(4): By Remark 5.3, there exists an embedding
(
∂D−\ψ1(A
−
δ )
)
×[1,∞)→ ̂Cδ0 ∪ψ1 D−,
and we identify
(
∂D−\ψ1(A
−
δ )
)
×[1,∞) with its image. Then, Gi(z, ρ) = αi(ρ−ν)
on
(
∂D− \ ψ1(A
−
δ )
)
× [1,∞).
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G-(5): Let Ψ : Cδ0∪A
+
δ0
× [1,∞)→ R2n be the embedding such that Ψ|Cδ0 is the inclusion
map Cδ0 → R
2n, and ∂ρΨ(z, ρ) = ρ
−1Y 1
2
on A+δ0 × [1,∞). We identify Cδ0 ∪A
+
δ0
×
[1,∞) with its image via Ψ (note that Ψ∗ωst = ω1). Then, on Cδ0 ∪ A
+
δ0
× [1,∞),
Gi satisfies following properties (a)-(c), with respect to the coordinates on R
2n:
(a) There exists gi ∈ C
∞(R≥0), such that Gi(q, p) = gi
(
|q+|
2 + |p+|
2
)
if |q−| =
|p−| = 0. Moreover, g
′
i(t) /∈
π
2
Z for any t ∈ R≥0.
(b) For 1 ≤ j ≤ k, ∂pjGi/pj > 0 if pj 6= 0, and ∂qjGi/qj < 0 if qj 6= 0.
(c) There exist Ai >
(m+ k)π
2
, Bi > 0 and Ci < 0 such that
Gi(q, p) = Gi(0, . . . , 0) + Ai
(
|p+|
2 + |q+|
2) +Bi|p−|
2 + Ci|q−|
2
on some neighborhood of (0, . . . , 0).
Remark 5.5. The idea for construction of (Gi)i is as follows: first, we defineG
′
i : ̂Cδ0 ∪ψ1 D− →
R by
G′i(x) =

Fi(x) (x ∈ D−)
αi(1− ν) (x ∈ Cδi)
αi(ρ− ν)
(
x = (z, ρ) ∈ ∂(Cδi ∪ψ1 D−)× [1,∞)
) .
Then, (G′i)i satisfies G-(1) to (4) though it is not smooth. The idea is to replace G
′
i with
Gi, which is smooth and satisfies G-(5), without violating G-(1) to (4). This is achieved
by elementary arguments, but we do not try to spell out details.
The properties (a)-(c) in G-(5) look complicated, but they are necessary to show:
Lemma 5.6. If x ∈ C (Gi) satisfies x
(
[0, 1]
)
⊂ Cδ0 ∪A
+
δ0
× [1,∞), then x is the constant
map to (0, . . . , 0) and indx > m.
Proof. First we show that x
(
[0, 1]
)
⊂ {p− = q− = 0}. Denote x(t) =
(
q(t), p(t)
)
and
consider E(t) = q−(t) · p−(t). Then ∂tE =
∑
1≤j≤k
∂pjGi · pj − ∂qjGi · qj . By (b) in G-(5),
for each t ∈ [0, 1], ∂tE(t) ≥ 0 and equality holds if and only if p−(t) = q−(t) = 0. On
the other hand, E(0) = E(1) = 0 since x(0), x(1) ∈ {p = 0}. Hence p−(t) = q−(t) = 0
for any t ∈ [0, 1]. By (a) in G-(5), XGi(q, p) = 2g
′
i
(
|p+|
2 + |q+|
2
)
(p+∂q+ − q+∂p+) on
{p− = q− = 0}. Since 2g
′
i(t) /∈ πZ for any t, x must be the constant map to (0, . . . , 0). By
(c) in G-(5), XGi(q, p) = 2Ai(p+∂q+−q+∂p+)+2Bip−∂q−−2Ciq−∂p− on some neighborhood
of (0, . . . , 0). Then, indx > m follows from Ai >
(m+ k)π
2
, Bi > 0 and Ci < 0. 
By G-(1), D− is an invariant set of XGi . Hence C (Gi) is divided into two subsets:
C−(Gi) =
{
x ∈ C (Gi)
∣∣ x([0, 1]) ⊂ D−}, C+(Gi) = {x ∈ C (Gi) ∣∣ x([0, 1]) ∩D− = ∅}.
By G-(1), C−(Gi) can be identified with C (Fi).
Lemma 5.7. If x ∈ C+(Gi), then x
(
[0, 1]
)
⊂ Cδ0 ∪ A
+
δ0
× [1,∞).
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Proof. Assume that there exists τ ∈ [0, 1] such that x(τ) /∈ Cδ0 ∪ A
+
δ0
× (1,∞), hence
x(τ) ∈
(
∂D− \ ψ1(A
−
δ0
)
)
× [1,∞). Let I be the largest closed interval which contains τ
and x(I) ⊂
(
∂D− \ψ1(A
−
δi
)
)
× [1,∞). Then |I| > 0, and x(∂I) is contained in
(
ψ1(Bδi)∪
(∂D− ∩N)
)
× [1,∞).
By G-(4), XGi = αi ·(R, 0) on
(
∂D−\ψ1(A
−
δi
)
)
×[1,∞). Define y : I → ∂D− by y = π◦x,
where π is the projection to ∂D−\ψ1(A
−
δi
). Then y˙ = αiR(y), y(∂I) ⊂ ψ1(Bδi)∪(∂D−∩N)
and y(τ) /∈ ψ1(A
−
δ0
). Since δi < δ(αi), y(∂I) ∩ ψ1(Bδi) = ∅. Hence y(∂I) ⊂ ∂D− ∩N and
I = [0, 1], but this contradicts αi /∈ A (∂D−, λa0 , ∂D− ∩N). 
By Lemma 5.6 and Lemma 5.7, C+(Gi) consists only of the constant map to (0, . . . , 0)
and its index is larger than m. Hence WFC≤m(Gi) is generated by elements of C−(Gi).
On the other hand, since C−(Gi) can be identified with C (Fi), there is an isomorphism
of Z2 modules WFC≤m(Fi)→WFC≤m(Gi). By Lemma 5.1, if almost complex structures
(which are used to define differential on WFC∗(Fi) and WFC∗(Gi)) satisfy assumption
(2) in Lemma 5.1 with M in = D−, this is an isomorphism of chain complexes. Denote
this isomorphism by Φi.
Take (ik)k as in G-(3), and consider following diagram:
WFC≤m
(
Fik
)
//
Φik

WFC≤m(Fik+1)
Φik+1

WFC≤m
(
Gik
)
//WFC≤m(Gik+1).
Horizontal arrows are monotone morphisms induced by monotone homotopies.
By F -(1) and G-(3), Fik(x) < Fik+1(x) for any x ∈ Dˆ−, and Gik(x) < Gik+1(x) for any
x ∈ ̂Cδ0 ∪ψ1 D−. Again by Lemma 5.1, if almost complex structures (which are used to
define monotone morphisms) satisfy assumption (2) in Lemma 5.1 with M in = D−, the
above diagram commutes. Taking homology of this diagram and letting i → ∞, we get
(last equality follows from G-(2))
lim
i→∞
WFH≤m(Fi) ∼= lim
i→∞
WFH≤m(Gi) = WFH≤m
(
Cδ ∪ψ1 D−, ω1, L1
)
Hence we have proved (19).
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